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1 Introduction 

The document describes the possibilities of the radio module WM868-SI2 / WM868-SI2-H settings and 
operation. WM868-SI2 / WM868-SI2-H modules have been developed to read consumption meters that 
are equipped with the pulse output (water meters, electrometers, gas-meters… ) and also for 
transmission of information about current values of consumption meters via WACO radio network 
(„automated meter reading“).  

1.1 WACO Radio Network 

WACO (Wireless Automatic Collector) is a system of wireless elements operating in 868 MHz frequency 
band. WACO has been designed for data transmission from sensors and other telemetric elements to a 
central data processing system. The system WACO transmits the data transparently in bus format (e.g. 
M-Bus format) using an electric interface M-Bus, RS-845 or RS-232 for connection of single sensors or 
also for connection of the central system. With using of special conversion modules the devices (meters) 
with digital pulse output and/or analogue output can be connected to WACO network as well. 

From the central system point of view the WACO data collection network works as one or several 
standard data buses (M-Bus, RS-485), or it can work as a serial line RS-232 which over there are 
delivered the data collected from all the sensors. Every single sensor can be connected to the wireless 
network modules over any electrical interface; the mutual conversion of the electrical interfaces provides 
WACO. 

The radio network topology is a mesh type where in reach of each radio element there could be placed 
several other network elements and all of them could operate also as repeaters of received signal. So 
that there are several possible communication paths between the central collection point and other single 
elements (measuring devices) which can be used for data transfer. WACO network communication 
protocol was designed to provide maximum data transmission reliability and redundancy, so that multiple 
data paths are used for data transfer but at the same time the network is protected against circularity and 
multiplication of the messages by sophisticated algorithms. A special algorithm of transmitting windows in 
combination with a method of pseudorandom delay during the transmissions enables to avoid or to 
minimize a level of radio collisions. That is why the radio network keeps a high reliability, regardless a 
high number (hundreds) of radio elements working in one wireless network.  

The radio modules use only a small part of the allocated industry frequency band so it means that in the 
whole frequency band it is possible to install up to 3 parallel radio nets working in their own “sub-
channels” and they do not disturb each other. Change of network frequency onto another sub-channel 
can be used also in the case of disturbance elimination need or to avoid other radio system which would 
work in the same frequency band.  

1.2 WM868-SI2, WM868-SI2-H Modules Usage 

WM868-SI2 / WM868-SI2-H modules have been developed for the remote consumption meter reading  
(water meters, gas-meters, electrometers, calorimeters). The modules are equipped with a standard pulse 
inputs, frequently used in the field of energy and media consumption metering („SI” type of output). The 
module has two SI inputs to which there can be connected two consumption meters. The consumption 
meters can be of various types, units and conversion constants. The module continuously detects the 
pulses generated by the consumption meters and stores the information into the internal counters. On the 
basis of pre-set multiplying/dividing constants the module converts the loaded data to the required output 
consumption units (m3, kWh, MJ…) and then broadcasts the current information about the metered 
values in form of radio messages – either on request (via „Wake-On-Radio“ system) or  automatically in a 
pre-set time interval. The message carrying the current consumption meter value is in „INFO“ format and 
contains, besides the read values, the system time of the module, battery voltage and processor 
temperature. The messages are broadcasted to general address (type „broadcast“) and for their 
transmission there is used the port 37 (application „SISA_TX“) where the receiver is not asked to confirm 
receiving messages.  

The broadcasted messages are further transmitted via WACO radio network to the communication 
gateways; those can be of three types: WM868-RFU (WACO USB GateWay), WM868-RFE (WACO 
Ethernet GateWay), or WM868-RFG (WACO GSM GateWay). Via gateways, the messages convert from 
the radio format into the format either for serial line communication (WM868-RFU), which is suitable for 
further processing by a local computer, or in the network communication format (WM868-RFE/RFG), 
suitable for the processing by a remote computer.  

Alternatively, it is possible to transmit the messages containing the data of consumption meters to the so 
called „collection unit“ in WACO system, that collects data from the modules WM868-SI/SA/SISA and 
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WM868-TI/TE in WACO radio network, converts gathered data into standard messages of the M-Bus 
protocol and forwards them in M-Bus format for further forwarding via physical data-bus or via WACO 
Virtual M-Bus.  

The module is power supplied by internal battery which enables its operation for more than 5 years 
while the period of meter readings is 20 minutes or more. Battery life can be negatively influenced by 
shorter meter reading interval or its operation in buildings and object in temperatures exceeding the 
recommended range of operation temperatures, or when the battery operates in high radio traffic 
networks, or radio interrupting.  

WM868-SI2 / WM868-SI2-H module is equipped with „Wake-On-Radio“ system that allows calling up the 
communication on request (besides the set-up interval). It is possible to activate the module immediately 
by a special message („WOR-packet“) and require a current information about the meter value. This 
mode serves for gathering of prompt information about the media consumption by the Walk-By meter 
reading system or it can be used for the remote diagnostics and configuration of the module via radio 
network.   

WM868-SI2 is the module with 10 mW transmitting power and internal battery of  2,2 A.H. capacity. 

WM868-SI2-H is the module with 25 mW transmitting power and internal battery of 7 A.H. capacity. 

2 Options of WM868-SI2/SI2-H Configuration 

2.1 Module Configuration Options  

WM868-SI2/SI2-H module can be configured in two different ways: 

 Local configuration via configuration cable (see paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3) 

 Remote configuration via radio network (see paragraphs 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7) 

The advantage of wired configuration is the possibility of setting of all configuration parameters at once. 
This way of module configuration is faster and is possible to use it also in case the module happened to 
be inaccessible for the remote radio communication.  

The advantage of the remote configuration is the possibility of accessing the module remotely without 
necessity of direct contact with the module. Via remote configuration it is not possible to set up all of the 
parameters, plus the module must be equipped and accessible for the radio communication.    

2.2 Local Configuration via Configuration Cable 

The module WM868-SI2/SI2-H is equipped with a connector for the direct connection to a computer via 
data wire. The communication interface is RS-232 (COM) with signal level CMOS. The connector is 
palced on the printed circuit board inside the module, so that the plastic case of the module must be 
removed. before connecting cable . 

For connecting module to the computer serial port (COM) it is necessary to use the configuration cable 
containing the „COM-CMOS“ converter which is possible to buy from the module manufacturer. The 
converter adjusts voltage levels of the configuration interface for a standard serial input/ port („COM“) of a 
personal computer. 

Lots of new PCs might not have the standard serial port (COM), so there is also a possibility to use 
standard USB (Universal Serial Bus) port for the configuration. For the USB port configuration it is 
necessary to use „USB-CMOS“ converter, also available from the module manufacturer (see picture 1). 
For this case there must be a relevant driver installed in the computer operation system to be able to 
create a virtual serial port via USB interface. The drivers for the „USB-CMOS“ device are certified by 
Windows so if there is a connection to the Internet in the computer, the MS Windows will find and install 
the drivers automatically. You will be informed about searching for driver by info table „Installing Device 
Driver Software“ After successful installation there will appear the tab „USB serial port (COM23) – device 
installed“. In case the automatic installation fails (system report „Driver software installation failure“, 
„driver not found“), please, try to install the driver manually, following the steps in paragraph 2.3.  

The module configuration can be done via application „Hyperterminal“, (part of MS Windows up to XP 
version), or via similar suitable program for the serial line communication. The description bellow is 
relevant for the open-source software „PuTTY“ that is available on http://www.putty.org/. 

 

http://www.putty.org/
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Picture 1:  Module  WM868-SI2-H configuration via  USB port of computer 

„PuTTY“ software runs after clicking on the downloaded file „putty.exe“ there will open a window of the 
software for computer terminal (see picture 2). For switching the program into the serial line 
communication, choose item „Serial“ for connection type in the tab „Session“.  

 

Picture 2: Computer treminal setup for serial line communication   

Check (or set up) the communication speed („Speed“) to 9600 bits/s and then into the „Serial line“ tab 
enter the number of the serial port that the system automatically gave us at the moment of the first 
converter connection to the computer. You can find out the number of the serial port in OS Windows by 
using „Device Manager“ (Control Panel/System and Maintenance/Device manager) and click on item 
„Ports (COM a LPT)“ and have a look at the number of the port (e.g. „COM23“).  

 

Picture 3: Finding out the number of serial port by using  „Device Managerí“ 
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Click on „Open“ button in „PuTTY“ and open the terminal window. After pressing of „ENTER“ key there 
will appear an instruction to enter a command („prompt“) „si2tx>” (respectively „si2htx>“ for the WM868-
SI2-H module) which signals us that the module is ready to be configured (see picture 4). 

 

Picture 4: Opened terminal window for the  WM868-SI2 module configuration via serial line  

2.3 Installation of Convertor USB-CMOS Driver  

If the computer operation system failed in automatic installing of the drivers for the „USB-CMOS“, it is 
necessary to install the drives manually.  

The relevant current driver can be found on a chip manufacturer’s webpages  (FTDI)  – in t „VCP Drivers“ 
(Virtual COM Ports) section:. 

http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm 

In the table „Currently Supported VCP Drivers“ find a link to a driver relevant to your operating system. To 
download the file, click on a link in the table. After downloading the file (in .ZIP format) into any directory 
in your computer, unzip the file. It will create a new folder (directory) with a set of files (e.g. „CDM 2.08.24 
WHQL Certified“). 

Connect the converter „USB-CMOS“ to your computer and open a tab „Device Manager“. The converter 
with the disabled driver will be displayed in the top right corner of the tab as „Other Devices“ (see picture 
5).   

 

Picture 5: Displaying the converter without a driver in „Device Manager“ in OS Windows 

Click by right mouse button on „USB Serial Port“, there will open a text menu. There you choose item 
„Update Driver Software“. After the tab opens up, choose „Find Driver in this computer“. Via „Browse“ 
button set up the path to the driver‘s folder (directory) and then click on the „Next“ button. It will start run 
the driver installation. After the driver installation there will appear a tab „Installation Completed“. The 
converter will then move in the „Device Manager“ tab into the part „Ports (COM a LPT)“ as you can see in 
the picture  3.  

2.4 Remote Configuration via Radio Signal  

Remote configuration via radio signal is proceeded via special WACO radio messages (queries and 
commands) that will query the module to get current settings of individual parameters of the module, or, in 
case of need, will send a command to change these parameters.  

It is possible to configure the module locally from the point of the module radio range, for example via 
configuration computer with connected gateway WM868-RFU (WACO USB Gateway), or   to configure 
the module remotely from a remote computer via local gateway WM868-RFE (WACO Ethernet Gateway) 
or WM868-RFG (WACO GSM Gateway). In both cases there must be direct radio visibility between the 
configured module and the communication gateway – it is totally impossible to configure the WM868-
SI2/SI2-H modules via repeater.    

http://www.ftdichip.com/
http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm
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Picture 6: Local module configuration WM868-SI2/SI2-H 

 

Picture 7:  WM868-SI2/SI2-H configuration from a remote computer 

2.5 Remote Configuration Tools 

We can use specific configuration tools (software) for remote configuration. The universal tool for the 
configuration of WM868-SI2/SI2-H is „WACO Radiofrequency Analyzer RFAN 3.x“ which  can be used for 
setting up of all remotely configurable parameters of the modules. This user manual focuses on purposes 
and importance of individual configuration parameters and their setting recommendation. The function of 
RFAN 3.x configuration tool is described in separate document „WACO RFAN 3.x – Description, Software 
and Configuration“ in which is also described in details the steps to set up a particular configuration 
parameter and how to change its settings.  

2.6 Remote Configuration Principles via RFAN 3.x Analyzer 

RFAN 3.x Analyzer enables remote configuration of WACO radio devices. This function is accessible in 
folder „Remote Config“. The principles of the configuration tools are following: 

1. Choose the device you want to configure (or find out what is the current device configuration). We 
recognize the device according to its RF address; 

2. Choose the variable we want to configure (or we want to find out its current value). We identify 
the variable by its identifier „OID“ (= Object ID); 

3. Run the function that will send a command to change the chosen variable („SET“) or it will ask for 
the variable’s current configuration („GET“). You can also use the command „WALK“ that will ask 
for the current configuration of all variables.  

For configuration (i.e. setting or checking the current value/status) are valid these rules: 

a) The configuration cannot be made in bulk, there must be always only one device chosen that you 
want  configure; 

b) Each single variable is set up/queried by a single command/query;  

c) In the tool there is a possibility to define more configured/queried variables and run their 
configuration/query by one click as a sequence, nevertheless, the configuration/querying of each 
variable is processed individually, one after another, in the order in which the sequence was set 
up ; 

d) If you use a command „WALK” for querying the current status of all variables, the analyzer starts 
dispatching queries that will ask step by step the individual variables; 

e) If you send a command to set up a variable’s value, the device will proceed the command (or not 
– see rule f) and g)) and always turns back a value that is real after the command execution; 

f) If you send a command to change a variable that is „Read Only“ (constant – for example type of 
the device, serial number), then the device won’t change the variable and will send back its 
current configuration; 
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g) If you send a command to change the variable settings on such value that is out of the defined 
range of values, or it makes no sense, then the device wouldn’t make the change or would set up 
the earliest possible value. In any case, the device will send back the value which is real currently 
right after proceeding the command;  

h) If you send a command/query to variable that is not implemented in the particular device (the 
device „doesn’t recognize“ the variable), then the device turns back „null“ value which in the 
analyzer appears as not accomplished command/query. 

2.7 Remote Configuration via RFAN 3.x Analyzer - Steps for Implementation  

The configuration could be performed in “Remote configuration” mode (fold „Remote Config“). Add the 
device that should be configured in the left pane in the screen by „Add RF Address“ in the context menu 
of the pane.  

„Add RF Address“ form will open, there we have to fill in: 

 Device RF address in hexadecimal format marked „0x“ (for example „0xffffef6d“) 

 Tick the possibility „Wake On Radio“ if it’s a battery module 

 Write any description that helps you to recognize module in the „Description“ box 

 Add the devise into the list of devices to configure by clicking on „Add“. 

In the left part of the pict. 8 there is displayed the implementation of the device into the „RF Address“ tab. 

 

Picture 8: Input of the devices and variables into the remote configuration tab  

For creation of the sequence of variables that we want to set up or that we want to query, click on „Add 
Variable“ option in the context menu at the right pane. After „Add Variable“ form opens up, please, edit it 
according to the following instructions: 

 into OID (Object ID) box choose and add variable name that should be added in the sequence  

 in case the variable has an index, put the index number in (information box „Has Index“ is ticked 
and „Index“ box is editable); 

 if we want to set up a value „Value“ field will be filled by putting the required value in. If we want to 
check the current variable value, we leave the field blank. Those variables, that have „Read only“ 
status (invariable constants, measured values) will have the „Value“ box uneditable; 

 by clicking on „Add“ we will add a variable to the sequence of variables used for configuration. 

Implementation of the variable into the „Variables“ tab you can see in the right side of the picture No. 8.   

Command GET (detecting the current variable value), SET (setting up the required variable value), or 
WALK (detecting the current status of all variables) will be done only for one chosen device from the list 
of devices in „RF Address“ tab. Run the required command by clicking on relevant button in the top of the 
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screen. After the click, there will appear an information window in which you can see the process of 
getting/setting of the queried/configured variables. There will appear, item-by-item, the „tick“ symbols in 
the box „Done“. The tab „Getting/Setting“ will disappear after the command accomplishment of all 
variables, or after the expiration of the set up time limit (TimeOut). The current variable values are listed in 
the field „Value“ in the relevant row.  

 

Pict 9. Gathering of the individual current variable values of an individual module by command „GET“ 

To avoid serious mistakes that can bring the module into paralyzed condition, numb for further 
communication, it is necessary to know all the variables in a particular device if you want to configure it; 
(you must know at least those variables, that you want to configure.) that includes also the knowledge of 
mutual binding between the variables in the module. 

Example: 

If you set up the  „SLRF Test Flag“ = 1, the module will be in the mode of sending test messages in period which is 
set up by variable „SLRF Test Timeout [ms]“. The correct setting is: at first you have to set up a „reasonable“ period 
(for example 5 seconds) and then you switch the broadcasting on. The error can occure in case you first switch the 
broadcasting on without noticing that the period of sending messages is set up on very low level (for example 0). The 
module will start sending test messages parmanently and you will never be able to call the module back via radio.   

When configuring modules WM868-SI2/SI2-H, always use the function „Wake-On-Radio“ (WOR). The 
function enables to „wake up“ the module with a special „waking“ radio signal from „hibernation“ mode 
(that means the mode that is standard for the module) to the mode of active signal reception. Attention: by 
„waking up“ of the required module the other modules, that are placed within the current radio range of 
the woken module, will also be activated. Also, excessive activating of the module can cause the 
reduction of its battery life. Remember: when you configure modules try to avoid the excessive „waking“ 
of the modules in the place of installation. We recommend to follow these instructions: 

 don’t change the parameters if it’s not necessary for the module’s functionality; 

 consider the succession of the configuration commands (or prepare them as a „template“)  

 don’t use command „WALK“ if not necessary - (detecting all module configuration data); 

 the configuration is best to do on a suitable place, out of reach of other modules, close to the 
configuring device. 

We also recommend to keep the modules in closed boxes, shielded with aluminum foil (or in metal boxes) 
so the modules are protected from the excessive „waking up“ and their batteries won’t be damaged. 
When you do the preliminary configuration before mounting, always take out from the shielded box only 
the necessary number of modules. After their configuration, the modules should be placed back in the 
shielded box. 

3 Parameter Settings via Radio 

In this part of the WM868-SI2/SI2-H User Manual there is a description of the parameters whose current 
values are detectable via radio signal (by using commands GET, WALK), see paragraphs 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 a 
2.7 in this document. Some of the parameters are also configurable via radio (command SET).  

The overview of all parameters accessible remotely via radio, please, find in paragraph 3.9.  

The description of the WM868-SI2/SI2-H parameters, that can be configured via configuration interface of 
the module via  configuration cable,  can be found In the chapter 4. 

3.1 Device Identification Data 

The first group of variables of the WM868-SI2/SI2-H modules serves for the device identification and 
description. These variables are load up in configuration by the manufacturer and are „Read Only“.  
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The variables that are used:   

OID Index OID Name Example Description 

1 none  Device name SI2 Device name 

2 none  Device type 868 Device type 

3 none  Device subtype 102 Device subtype 

4 none Manufacturer # 0xff 0xff 0xeb 0xbe Manufacturer serial number (identical to the radio address) 

5 none HW Version 1 HW Version 

6 none HW Revision 5 HW Revision 

7 none SW Version 4 SW Version 

8 none  SW Revision 3 SW Revision 

It is evident, according to the names and descriptions, that these variables specify the devices so it is 
possible to recognize the individual device, its serial number, its identity, its software version etc.  

Variables „Device Name“ and „Manufacturer #“ (serial number) are very important for the device 
detection in case of re-configuration, repair or service maintenance. The rest of the variables are relevant 
mainly to the manufacturer for monitoring and evaluating the system operation and the malfunction 
diagnostics.  

3.2 Parameter „Systime“ 

„Systime“ variable serves for setup of real time of the module. The time is kept in the same format as in 
PC operating systems, i.e. in seconds, starting from 1.1.1970 („epoch“). In the default status (from 
manufacturer) there will be in the real time counter random value that increases every second plus one 
unit.  The module can be synchronized with the real time by the command SET that will set up the 
current time in seconds. „Systime“ variable status is a part of the radio message in format „INFO“ (see 
paragraph 1.2). 

3.3 Parameters „Uptime“, „Reset Code“ and „Configuration Status“  

This group of variables is used mainly to identify a device and/or to find out the device’s status within the 
diagnostics process. The variables that are used:  

OID Index OID Name Example Description 

12   Uptime (s) 245 Working time in seconds (from the last reset) 

14   Reset Code 0 Most Recent Reset Code  

15   Configuration Status 1 Configuration Status  

Variable „Uptime“ shows the period of time passed from the last device reset in seconds. We can 
recognize the exact moment of the most recent reset of the module according to this Variable value.  In 
combination with the Reset Code it is also possible to recognize what were the causes of the reset. The 
variable exists in „Read Only“ type. 

Variable „Reset Code“ informs about the way in which the last reset of the device happened. Following 
reset types are relevant for this type of device: 

 „0“   Reset Code „Cold start“ (reset of the module by external command „RESET“)  

 „1“ Reset Code „Warm start“ (reset as a result of specific situations of „suspension“) 

 „2“ Reset Code „Watchdog reset“, (reset by the „watchdog“ system when „freezed“) 

 „3“ Reset Code „Error reset“ (reset after incorrect instruction, inconsistent data…) 

 „4“ Reset Code „Power reset“ (reset caused by power supply reduction) 

Reset Code is used mainly for the diagnostics purposes.  

Reset of the module will initiated by setting the variable on arbitrary value, except for zero, by SET 
command.   

Variable „Configuration Status“ informs us about if the current set of configuration parameters has been 
stored in the FLASH memory. The variable can have following values: 
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 „0“   FLASH memory is empty (erased), default values were loaded into the operational 
configuration  

 „1“ configuration is not saved in FLASH (FLASH contents don’t correspond with the current 
configuration)  

 „2“ configuration is saved in FLASH (FLASH contents correspond with the current configuration) 

The current configuration will be stored into FLASH memory by setting the variable on value "2" by 
command SET. 

The module contains two sets of configurations: operational configuration and stored configuration. At 
the start of the system the module copies the stored configuration into the operational configuration and 
then operates with this configuration. If a user changes the configuration parameters, the process is 
running only in the operational configuration 

If the current operational configuration is not stored in the FLAH memory, the module after reset  „returns“ 
to that set of configuration parameters which is stored in the FLASH memory. If you set some of the 
parameters temporarily (for example you want to run test), you don’t have to store the operational 
configuration in FLASH memory (after finishing the diagnostics, the „test“ will switch off anyway). If you 
want to keep the current settings of the parameters permanently (for example SISA timeouts, SLRF Hop 
Count…), you must add the command for the current configuration storage in FLASH to the end of the 
configuration sequence. Some of the parameter changes you have made will show up only after reset of 
the module (for example change of „SLRF Channel“ – i.e. retuning on a different frequency channel). If 
there is a change of value of such variable, you have to add commands for the configuration storage and 
also for the reset to the end of the sequence (strictly in this order = 1)store, 2)reset).  

3.4 Parameters „Input Value“, „Temperature“ and „Voltage“ 

This group of variables presents very useful data, measured by the module. The status of the variables is 
a part of the radio message  „INFO“ (see paragraph 1.2). The variables:  

OID Index OID Name Example Description  

98 1 Input Value Type 0 Input value type of the pulse counter 1  

98 2 Input Value Type 2 Input value type of the pulse counter 2 

99 1 Input Value Level 0 Active input level of the pulse counter 1 

99 2 Input Value Level 0 Active input level of the pulse counter 2 

100 1 Input Value 20134 Current input value of the pulse counter 1 

100 2 Input Value 4651 Current input value of the pulse counter 2 

101 1 Input Value Multiplier 10 Pulse counter input value multiplier 1 

101 2 Input Value Multiplier 1 Pulse counter input value multiplier 2 

102 1 Input Value Divisor 1 Pulse counter input value divisor 1 

102 2 Input Value Divisor 100 Pulse counter input value divisor 2 

105 1 Temperature -5000 Measured temperature of temperature sensor – no use 

105 2 Temperature 228 Processor temperature in tenth of Celsius degree 

106 1 Voltage [mV] 3708 Battery voltage in mV 

Choose the type of the mode for operating with the input pulses by setting up the variable value „Input 
Value Type“ (index 1 and 2) of a pulse counter for individual input pulses. The variable can have 
following values: 

 „0“   the input detects the input pulses in  „fast mode“, without equalizing filter;  

 „1“ this value is reserved for the mode „edge detection“ which is not implemented into the 
module. This value of the variable is not possible to use for WM868-SI2/SI2-H module;  

 „2“ the input detects pulses in  „slow mode“, including equalizing filter which limits the parasitic 
swings that might occur. Maximum frequency of input pulses is limited in this case up to 0,5 Hz. 
We recommend to use this option in cases when the pulse output of the meter is connected to the 
radio module with a long cable so there might happen the risk of „swing“ of pulse signal. This 
option is not possible to use in cases when the pulse frequency could potentially exceed the 
value of 0,5 Hz (i.e. 1 pulse in 2 seconds). 

By choosing the value of „Input Value Level“ of the pulse counter you decide whether the counter status 
will change during the ascending pulse edge, or during the descending pulse edge. These settings have 
no influence on the pulse loading mode (these are determined for the „edge detection“ mode) and we 
recommend to leave this parameter in the default value „0“.  
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Variable values „Input Value“ (index 1 and 2) show the current statuses of the internal pulse counters. 
The values correspond to the real number of received pulses from individual consumption meters (before 
the adjustment by multipliers/divisors). The values „Input value/ind.1/ind.2“ can be set up on random 
value by command SET. This enables synchronizing of the broadcasted measure value of a connected 
meter with the numbers or digits that are in real on the mechanical counter or display of the consumption 
meter. For this setup you need to consider the possibility that the output value can be adjusted by 
multiplier and divisor – see the examples: 

Example 1 

A connected water meter shows 23,652 m
3 

on the mechanical counter and sends measure pulses after 
every 10 litres flow. If the output value in the radio message should be in m

3
 and should correspond with 

the real measure on the mechanical counter, there must be a divisor set up on 100 (1 m
3
 = 1000 litres – 1 

pulse falls upon 10 litres so 100 received measure pulses is one indicated m
3
). For initial value 23,65x m

3 
 

must be the counter set up on 2365 value (the value will be divided by 100 before sending.) In the sent 
message will always be only round units transmitted (i.e 23 m

3
, 24 m

3
… etc.). 

Example 2: 

A connected water meter shows 7 325 litres on the mechanical counter and sends measure pulses after 
every 10 litres flow. If you want get the output values in litres too, then there must be a divisor set up on 
„1“ and a multiplier set up on „10“ (each received pulse means 10 litres flow). For setup of initial value 7 
32x litres you must set up the counter on 732 value (the value will be multiplied by 10 before sending). In 
the sent message will always be only round units transmitted which will grow in tens (i.e. 7320, 7330, 
7360… etc.).  

 „Input Value Multiplier“ and „Input Value Divisor“ variables can adjust the input value of a particular 
counter by multiplier and divisor. They must be round numbers. If you set up the multiplier on value „100“  
by command SET (and the divisor will be „1“), then the output value, sent from the module in the INFO 
format message, will always be a hundred multiple of the pulse counter value. If you set up the divisor on 
value „10“ (and the multiplier will be „1“), then the output value of the measured consumption will always 
be one tenth of the pulse counter value. The variables can be used at the same time. For example if the 
multiplier setup is „5“ and divisor „10“, the output value of the measured consumption sent in the INFO 
message will be  0,5 multiple of the counter value.  

„Temperature“ with index 1 shows the value of the temperature of a temperature sensor. WM868-
SI2/SI2-H modules are not equipped with this sensor so this variable shows a random value that has no 
validity for us.  

„Temperature“ with index 2 shows the current value of the temperature of the module processor in 
tenths of Celsius degree. Since there is a very low input power to the module (in μW), the spontaneous 
warming of the processor is totally negligible so the temperature value is very close to the real 
temperature of the environment in which the module is placed.   

The „Temperature“ variable is „Read Only“. 

„Voltage“ variable value shows the current voltage of the power supply battery in mV (the value „3765“ 
means the battery voltage 3,765 V). Battery voltage value is very important in the module diagnostics, the 
low value (under 3,2 V) indicates oncoming battery discharge. This variable is „Read Only“. 

3.5 Parameter „SISA Timeouts“ 

 „SISA Timeouts“ variable helps to set up the timers that conduct the metering process of useful data 
(„Input value“, „Temperature“ and „Voltage“) and their transmission in the radio message form. The 
individual timers differ by various Variable indexes: 

OID Index OID Name Example Description 

109 1 SISA Timeouts 3600 TimeOut for spontaneous message sending (sec) 

109 2 SISA timeouts 60 TimeOut for measuring A/D converter  (sec) 

109 3 SISA timeouts 4 
T/O for the duration of the receiver active status for the dispatch of a 
message (50 ms) 

109 4 SISA timeouts 4 TimeOut between the repetition of the unconfirmed messages (50 ms)) 

109 5 SISA timeouts 3 Maximum number of repeating of the unconfirmed message 

Index „1“ settings of the spontaneous message sending period. The message contains the consumption 
meter readings. If the set value is „3600“, the module will, every 3600 seconds (once in an hour), 
automatically send a message in „INFO“ form (see paragraph 1.2) containing the current counter values, 
temperature values and battery voltage values.   
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Index „2“ settings of the analogue value metering period (voltage, temperature). The period should 
always be shorter that the message sending. In practice it is usually set up in minutes (value „60“ means 
the 1 minute period). The variable „Temperature“ and „Voltage“ values are updates after each measuring, 
so in the „INFO“ (see paragraph 1.2) message there is the value that is real just right at the moment of 
the message sending. 

Index „3“ settings of the time interval that determines the duration of the receiver’s active status for the 
message sending. This enables the continuous communication with the module (sequential information 
requiring, or a sequential setting of additional parameters), after each message the module switches back 
to the „hibernation“ status and it is not necessary to „wake“ it via WOR signal.  

Index „4“ settings of the time interval in which the module is waiting for the confirmation of its sent 
message. The module waits for the confirmation from the receiver in case of some types of the 
messages. If the module doesn’t get the confirmation until the TimeOut, it will repeat the message. The 
maximum number of the unconfirmed message repetition is set up by index 5.   

Index „5“ settings of the maximum number of the repeating of the uncofirmed message sending. If the 
variable would be set up to „1“ value, the sending of the message won’t be repeated.  

Only some of the applications require the message confirmation, in current WM868-SI2/SI2-H module 
versions there is not such application implemented.   

The settings of „SISA Timeouts“ variables via index 4 and index 5 must be adjusted to the particular 
conditions and functionality of the module installations. In case of short period of the unconfirmed 
message sending the individual drop-out is usually not critical. That is why the usual value setting is „1“ 
which means that the message is sent once only and not repeatedly if unconfirmed. It can cause the loss 
of the message but the radio traffic won’t be overloaded by repeated messages containing the „old“ 
information at the time of their repetition and because of the short period of the message sending, the 
individual drop-out is unimportant as the next message successfully delivered is coming with the „fresh“ 
data. On the other way, in case of long period of the unconfirmed message sending it is important that the 
message will be delivered successfully. Because of the long period of the message sending the radio 
traffic is not overloaded and you can afford to choose a higher number of the message sending repetition 
(the parameter can be set up for example on value „3“ – the message if unconfirmed will be repeated 
twice.)    

3.6 Parameters of the Radio Communication (SLRF Protocol) 

The group of the parameters consists of receiver parameter, transmitter parameter, addressing system 
and the massage re-transmission system: 

OID Index OID Name Example Description 

110 1 SLRF Channel 1 Number of the radio channel 

111 1 SLRF Hop Count 3 Maximum number of allowed hop counts (relay) 

114 1 SLRF Group Address 2 Group (multicast) address of the module 

116 1 SLRF Repeater Flag 0 Switches  the module on Repeater mode 

118 1 SLRF My Address 0xff 0xff 0xeb 0xbe RF address of the module 

122 1 SLRF CD Flag 1 Carrier Detection switch-on 

Variable „SLRF Channel“ is a number of the frequency channel on which the module is tuned. There are 
three frequency channels that can be used by the radio modules in WACO radio network and these 
channels don’t influence each other in the network. The change of the frequency channel can be set up 
by the SET command and by choosing a number 0, 1 or 2. The change of the channel will be effective 
after the reset of the module so to change the frequency channel it is necessary to use this sequence of 
commands – change of the channel (SLRF Channel), then saving the new configuration in the FLAH 
memory (Configuration Status) and at the end of the process the module has to be reset (Reset Code). 

Variable „SLRF Hop Count“ determines the maximum number of the radio message re-transmission 
(repeating), sent from the particular module. For example, if the parameter has the value „3“, the 
message sent after 3 transmissions will be automatically erased - that prevents it from cyclical circulation 
in the radio network. We recommend to set the parameter value on „n“ or „n+1“ where the „n“ is the 
minimum number of re-transmissions that is necessary for the message delivery to the receiver (usually 
to a WACO communication gateway). Too low „SLRF Hop Count“ parameter will cause the automatic 
message erasing before it reaches the receiver and the message actually won’t manage to reach the the 
target/end receiver. In case of too high number of the parameter it causes the radio network overloading 
with useless message repeating and their duplicating.  
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Variable „SLRF Repeater Flag“ switches the module into the repeater mode. Each module of the WACO 
radio system can work also as a repeater of messages coming from „strange“/other/ modules. You can 
switch this function on/off in these ways: 

 „0“  repeater mode switched off, it doesn’t re-transmit messages from other modules 

 „1“ basic repeater mode switched on, without reverse transmission reduction  

 „3“ standard repeater mode switched on, with algorithm of  reverse flow reduction (AZRA) 

WM868-SI2/SI2-H modules are (just as the most of other modules power supplied by internal battery) in 
the „hibernating“ status for most of the operation time. They are switched into the active status for 
transmitting/receiving only for the necessary time for message sending. That is the reason why the 
possibility of other messages repeating is actually impracticable. That is why these modules are defaultly 
in the switched-off repeater mode (SLRF Repeater Flag = 0) and we recommend to leave it like that and 
not edit the setting of the parameter.  

Variable „SLRF Group Address“ is the module group address. In the WACO system network there can 
be created almost unlimited number (65536) of groups („virtual M-Buses“) by using group addresses.  For 
the messages addressing it is possible to use, besides the particular radio address of the module, a 
group addressing. In group addressing, the message is delivered always to the all modules in the 
particular group (i.e. to all the modules that have the same group address).   

Enter the address as a whole number (0 až 65535). The group address will appear in the same shape in 
the list of parameters after displaying it by command GET or WALK (see picture 10). The group address 
setting is very important for operation of the WM868-SI2/SI2-H module because this module uses the 
group addressing for sending od spontaneous INFO (see picture 1.2). 

Variable „SLRF My Address“ is an individual module radio address. The individual radio address is a 
unique 32 bit number, assigned to each module by the manufacturer. It is not user adjustable („Read 
Only“ variable). Each radio message sent by the module contents this address in the header as the 
sender address („Source Address“). If you want to send an individually addressed message to a module 
(for example a request/setting of a configuration parameter…), you have to use an individual address of 
that module as the receiver‘s address („Destination Address“).  

The address must be entered into all of the forms in the analyzer in hexadecimal shape with the „0x“ at 
the beginning (for example „0xffffea72“). In the list of configuration it displays in hexadecimal shape and in 
individual Bytes: „0xff 0xff 0xea 0x72“ (see picture 10). 

 

Picture 10: Listing  „SLRF My Address“ and „SLRF Group Address“ parameters 

Variable „SLRF CD Flag“ switches on/off the carrier detection function (Carrier Detect) in radio part of the 
module. If the carrier detection is switched on, the module, before sending of each message, opens its 
receiver and „listens“ whether there is not another module broadcasting on the same frequency channel. 
If it detects a carrier frequency, it postpones the message sending for a moment and then it tries the 
detection again.  This process repeats as long as the message is sent. This procedure serves as one of 
the protection elements that prevents the mutual radio message collisions in the WACO radio network 
and the disturbance coming from other sources. The function is switched on (SLRF CD flag = 1) by 
default and is recommended to leave this setting unchanged.  

The modules WM868-SI2/SI2-H have one radio subsystem (transmitter/receiver), so for all above 
mentioned radio communication parameters we use only index 1. 

3.7 Parameters „SLRF Test Flag“ and „SLRF Test Timeout“ 

These parameters (variables) serve for switching on/off and settings of the test broadcasting. In test 
broadcasting the module periodically sends the message „Test“. This function is great for reconnaissance 
of the place of installation (radio range detection), radio network installation (looking for a suitable 
deployment of repeaters) and network diagnostics.   

OID Index OID Name Example Description 

123 1 SLRF Test Flag 0 Switches on the periodical test broadcasting  

124 1 SLRF Test Timeout [ms] 20 The period of the test broadcasting - if switched on, „50 ms“  
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Variable „SLRF Test Flag“ serves for switching on/off of the test broadcasting function. By setting up of 
the „SLRF Test Flag“ variable you can switch on/off this function in following ways: 

 „0“      test broadcasting function is switched off 

 „1“ test broadcasting function is switched on, the module sends messages „Test“ in the period 
set up by „SLRF Test Timeout“ variable. 

This function is switched off by default (value of variable SLRF Test flag = 0). Before switching the test 
broadcasting on, we recommend to set up the „SLRF Test timeout“ variable on relevant value (preferably 
ranging from 20 up to 100) so that the function doesn’t start with too short period of broadcasting which 
would cause the permanent broadcasting and the operation of module would be disabled for further 
communication.    

Immediately after finishing the testing it is necessary to switch off the test broadcasting!!  

Variable „SLRF Test Timeout“ serves for the  setting of the test broadcasting period, if switched-on by 
setting up of the „SLRF Test Flag“  parameter. Set up the period in steps by 50 ms (system unit of the 
timer is 50 ms). If the value is „100“, the test broadcasting will proceed in 5 second period.  

The modules WM868-SI2/SI2-H have one radio subsystem (transmitter/receiver), so for all above 
mentioned radio communication parameters we use only index 1. 

3.8 Parameter „Sequence #“ 

Variable „Sequence #“ generally serves for the identification (pairing) of the sequence „request-reply“. 
Non of the current applications uses this function so this variable is not used in real and we recommend 
to leave it in the default setting.  
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3.9 Overview of Parameters Accessible Remotely via Radio 

Overview of the all configuration parameters of WM868-SI2/SI2-H remotely accessible via radio can be 
found in the table below. Individual items are sorted according to their OID so they are listed here in the 
same order as you would see it after they load up after using the „WALK“ command.  

OID Index OID Name Value Description Default Value 

1   Device Name SI2 Device name read only 

2   Device Type 868 Device type read only 

3   Device Subtype 102 Device subtype read only 

4   Manufacturer # 0xff 0xff 0xeb 0xbe Device serial number (= RF address) read only 

5   HW Version 1 HW Version read only 

6   HW Revision 5 HW Revision read only 

7   SW Version 4 SW Version read only 

8   SW Revision 3 SW Revision read only 

12   Uptime (s) 3376188 Working time in seconds (from the last reset) read only 

13   Systime (s) 1015477749 System time in seconds undef. 

14   Reset Code 4 Code of the last reset..  0 

15   Configuration Status 1 Configuration status. 2 

61   Sequence # 0 Number of sequence transaction 0 

98 1 Input Value Type 0 Input value type of the pulse counter 1  0 

98 2 Input Value Type 2 Input value type of the pulse counter 2 0 

99 1 Input Value Level 0 Active input level of the pulse counter 1 0 

99 2 Input Value Level 0 Active input level of the pulse counter 2 0 

100 1 Input Value  20134 Current input value of the pulse counter 1 undef. 

100 2 Input Value  4651 Current input value of the pulse counter 2 undef. 

101 1 Input Value Multiplier 10 Pulse counter input value multiplier 1 1 

101 2 Input Value Multiplier 1 Pulse counter input value multiplier 2 1 

102 1 Input Value Divisor 1 Pulse counter input value divisor 1 1 

102 2 Input Value Divisor 100 Pulse counter input value divisor 2 1 

105 1 Temperature -5000 Measured temperature (sensor) – without usage read only 

105 2 Temperature 228 Processor temperature in tenth of Celsius degree read only 

106 1 Voltage [mV] 3708 Battery voltage in mV read only 

109* 1 SISA Timeouts 3600 TimeOut for spotaneous message sending (sec) 3600 

109* 2 SISA Timeouts 60 TimeOut for measuring A/D converter  (sec) 60 

109* 3 SISA Timeouts 4 
T/O for the duration of the receiver active status for the 
dispatch of a message (50 ms) 

4 

109* 4 SISA Timeouts 4 
TimeOut between the repetition of the unconfirmed 
messages (50 ms)) 

4 

109* 5 SISA Timeouts 3 
Maximum number of repeating of the unconfirmed 
message 

1 

110 1 SLRF Channel 0 Number of the radio channel 0 

111 1 SLRF Hop Count 3 Maximum number of allowed hop counts (relay) 3 

114 1 SLRF Group Address 1 Group (multicast) address of the module 0 

116 1 SLRF Repeater Flag 0 Switches the module to Repeater mode 0 

118 1 SLRF My Address 0xff 0xff 0xeb 0xbe RF address of the module read only 

122 1 SLRF CD Flag 1 Carrier Detection switch-on 1 

123 1 SLRF Test Flag 0 Periodical test  broadcasting switch-on. 0 

124 1 SLRF Test Timeout [ms] 20 Period of the test broadcasting if switched on (50 ms) 1 

read only 

most frequently updated configuration parameters, edited individually for specific application 

   parameters that shouldn’t be edited   

 parameters related to the diagnostics, testing, configuration change 

In the column „Default Value“ there are manufacturer/ factory module settings  
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4 Setup of the Parameters via Configuration Cable  

In this part of the manual there is a description of the WM868-SI2/SI2-H parameters which can be read 
and changed via direct connection of the module to the PC through the configuration cable. The 
parameters can be configured with using of configuration commands (configuration via „Command line“) 
according to the steps described in  2.2 and 2.3 paragraphs of this document.  

In paragraph 4.2 there is a list of all configuration parameters in the same shape as they appear after 
inserting a command in the command line, with the description of their functions – see paragraph 4.2.  

The description of the WM868-SI2/SI2-H parameters that are possible to configure and analyze via radio, 
can be found in chapter 3 („Parameter Settings via Radio“). 

4.1 Principles of Commands Entering 

Activate the terminal tab for the configuration via the configuration cable according to the instructions in 
paragraph 2.2. These general rules are valid for entering commands in the Command line: 

 The command must be entered only when a prompt for command appears in front of the cursor 
mark (colored or flashing little square), the prompt will be „si2tx>” / „si2htx>” (see pict. 4);  

 It is possible to enter only one command each time; 

 Enter the command in an alphanumeric character (or several characters) always after „/“ (slash) 

 „Send“ the command to operation by clicking on „ENTER“. After the command being carried out, 
the prompt will appear again and it is ready for a new command to be entered. In case the 
command failes to execute, there will appear an error report; 

 Control the command execution by displaying the list of configuration parameters by entering the 
slash only „/“  and clicking on „ENTER“; 

 To list the summary of configuration commands and their parameters („HELP“), enter the 
question mark „?“ after the slash „/?“ and click on „ENTER“; 

 When you enter the characters, be sure you strictly distinguish the capital and small letters 
(according to the documentation or „HELP“); 

 Do not enter other characters than those listed in „HELP“ or in the documentation, otherwise you 
would be risking the unwanted command enter that might be the same as the ones used for 
manufacturer settings, diagnostics or service and repair. 

4.2 Displaying the List of Module Configuration Parameters  

To display the “List of configuration parameters”, enter character „/“ (slash) into the command line and 
press the „ENTER“ key. In the terminal tab you will see the following list of parameters: 

si2tx>/ 
CONFIGURATION: OK configuration status (OK, NOT WRITTEN) 
RF Address: 0xFFFFEAB5 radio address of the module  
hop count: 3 maximum number of retransmissions (param. „Hop Count“)  
group: 1 group address of the module 
SLRF flags: REPEATER funct. switching on („e“ = on, „Z“ mode  AZRA) 
test timeout: 1 period of the test transmission in seconds 
channel: 1 frequency channel (0, 1, or 2) 
PA table: 0xC2 transmission power set by manufacturer (Do not use!) 
RF Driver flags: CW  switch on/off of transmitter/receiver (CD, WOR, High gain) 
RX timeout: 8 period of the active receiver after transmitting (50 ms) 
SISA master: 0x010000FE master address (not used in current applications) 
Sending time: 1200 period of the  „INFO“ messages sending in seconds 
Repeat: 2 maximum number of the message repetition 
Repeat timeout: 4 period of the repeating (50 ms) 
ADC sampling: 60 period of temperature and battery values measuring (sec) 
i[0]  77529088 counter status 1 (no importance) 
i[1]  3889167848 counter status 2 (no importance) 
Run test: 0 switch-on/off of test broadcasting  
Debug level: 0  „debug“ level statements (Do not use!) 
t40> 

The meaning of individual parameters is described in the right column in blue color. The procedure of the 
individual parameters setup and detailed description find in paragraphs 4.4  - 4.10.  
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4.3 Displaying the List of Configuration Commands („HELP“) 

To display the List of configuration commands, enter character „/?“ into the command line and press the  
„ENTER“ key. In the terminal tab you will see the following list of commands: 

si2tx>/? 
/W - write configuration 
/# - erase configuration 
/x - RESET 
/@@@ RF address - (in hexadecimal) 
/h number - hop count (0-15) 
/g number - group address (0-65535) 
/f[+-] flags - e-extender, Z-AZRA algorithm 
/T number - test timeout (in 1/20 sec.) 
/c number – channel 
/P number – PA table 
/F[+-] flags - C-CD detect, W-WOR active, G-high gain  
/X time - RX timeout (50ms) 
/!!! (f freq_in_khz | freq_const) 
/m RF_address - master address 
/s number - sending time in sec. 
/R number - # of attempts to deliver data 
/A number - repeat timeout in 50 ms steps 
/a number - sampling timeout in sec. 
/i index value - set initial value 
 index t number- set type 
 index e 0|1 - set edge 
 index m value - set multiplier 
 index d value - set divisor 
 
/K port d - delete key  
/K port key- add/change key  
 
/E number - run test.  
/w - send empty WOR packet  
/D number - debug level  
si2tx> 

The meaning and usage of individual commands are described in the following part of chapter 4.  

4.4 Commands for Configuration Writing and Module Reset 

Operation with the operational and configured set of parameters is described in paragraph  3.3. The 
current operational configuration is displayed in the list of configuration parameters as the parameter 
„CONFIGURATION“: 

 CONFIGURATION: OK 

Value „OK“  - operational configuration has been saved (corresponds to the stored configuration) 
 „NOT WRITTEN“ – operational configuration differs from the one stored in FLAH memory 

To save the configuration in the FLASH memory use command: 

si2tx>/W   – command for „Write Configuration“ switch-on 

To erase configuration from the FLASH memory use command: 

si2tx>/#   – command for „Erase Configuration“ switch-on 

This command is highly recommended to be used only by advanced system users or after consulting 
the manufacturer! 

Module reset   - use following command: 

si2tx>/x   – command for „RESET“ switch-on 

The module will be reset after „sending“ the command by „ENTER“ key.  
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4.5 Commands for the Radio Part of the Module 

This group of commands sets up the parameters of transmitters, receivers, message addressing system 
and message re-transmission system. The meaning of the individual parameters is decribed in paragraph 
3.6.  

Parameters: 

/c number    – SLRF Channel 
/h number    – SLRF Hop Count 
/f[+-] flags   – SLRF Repeater Flag 
/g number    – SLRF Group Address 
/F[+-] flags   – switch on/off of transmitter/receiver (Carrier Detect, WOR, High Gain)  
/m RF_address   – virtual M-Bus master address setup (no use) 

„SLRF Channel“ (frequency channel number) – set by command „/c number“; numbers 0, 1 or 2 are 
numbers of the particular channel to which the module is tuned on. The change of the channel becomes 
effective after the module reset.  

Example of the frequency channel setting – channel number 1: 

/c 1     – frequency channel setting on 1 
/W     – writing of the configuration into FLASH 
/x     – reset of the mmodule 

„SLRF Hop Count“ (maximum number of the message re-transmission) - set by command „/h number“, 
numbers  0 upto 15 mean the maximum number of the sent message re-transmission.   

Example of the number of re-transmissions setting – 3 hop counts: 

/h 3     – command for setting of „Hop Count“ on value 3 

„SLRF Repeater Flag“ (repeater mode settings) -  set by command „/f[+-] flags“, it is possible to use 
these flags:  

 „ “  (no flag) repeater mode switched off, it doesn’t re-transmit messages from other module  

 „e“ basic repeater mode switched on, without reverse transmission reduction 

 „Z“ standard repeater mode switched on, with algorithm of  reverse flow reduction (AZRA) 

Example of the command for switching on mode  „AZRA“: 

/f e Z   – command for switching in  „AZRA“ algrtithm 

WM868-SI2/SI2-H modules should have the repeater switched-off – to switch it off, insert command: 

/f      – command for the switch off the repeater mode 

„SLRF Group Address“ (module group addressing) -  set by command „/g number“, number 0 upto 
65535 is the module group address.  

Example of the module group address setup on „2“ value: 

/g 21    – command for „Group Address“ on value 21 

To switch the specific transmitter/receiver functions on, use command „/F[+-] flags“, and can use 
following flags:  

 „ “  (without flag) non of the functions CD, WOR, High Gain switched on 

 „C“ receiver function carrier detection (Carrier Detect) switched on 

 „W“ receiver function „Wake On Radio“ (WOR) switched on 

 „G“  „High Gain“ function switched on (no effectivity for the WM868-SI2/SI2-H module) 

Example of switching the „CD“ and  „WOR“ functions on: 

/F CW    – command for switch-on of „Carrier Detect“ and „WOR“ functions 

 „Wake On Radio“ (WOR) function enables the module to „wake up“ from the hibernation into the active 
status remotely via radio signal. This function should be usually switched on in WM868-SI2/SI2-H 
modules so there is enabled the remote module configuration.   
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The command „/m RF_address“ can set up a virtual M-Bus (or group) master RF address. This address 
is currently not used in applications of the WM868-SI2/SI2-H module so we don’t recommend to use this 
command.   

4.6 Time Constants and Number of Repetitions Commands 

The group of commands for setup of time constants of converters, receivers, transmitters, number of the 
message repetition, see paragraph 3.5 for detailed description: 

/X time    - TimeOut switch-on of the receiver for message sending (50 ms) 
/s number    - TimeOut spontaneous message sending (sec) 
/R number    - maximum number of unconfirmed messages repetition 
/A number    - TimeOut between the repeating of the unconfirmed messages (50 ms) 
/a number    - TimeOut for measuring A/D converter  (sec) 

The command „/X time“ helps to set the time interval during which the receiver remains in active status 
for the message sending and it is set in system units in  50 ms (20 units = 1 seconds). 

Example of the TimeOut setting on value „200 ms“: 

/X 4    – „RX TimeOut“ on value 200 ms 

The command „/s number“ sets up the period of sending of spontaneous INFO message with measured 
temperature – in seconds.  

Example of setting the INFO message sending period on to 1 hour value (3600 seconds): 

/s 3600   – setting of „Sending Time“ on 1 hour 

The command „/R number“  sets up the maximum number of the message sending if not confirmed.   

Example of the number of the message sending set on value „1“  (= without repetition): 

/R 1    –  „No. of attempts“ on value 1 

The command „/A number“ – time interval of the module waiting for the sent message confirmation, it is 
set in system units in 50 ms (20 units = 1 second). 

Example of the TimeOut setup for message repeating in 600 ms: 

/A 12    – „Repeat TimeOut“ on value 600 ms 

The command „/a number“ – period of measuring of the analogue values (temperature, voltage) in 
seconds. 

Example of the temperature measuring period on  5 minutes: 

/a 300   – „Sampling TimeOut“ on 5 minutes 

4.7 Testing and Diagnostics Commands 

This group of commands is to switch on/off and to set up the test broadcasting. Its functions are 
described in 3.7 paragraph of this manual. 

The commands: 

/T number    - period of test broadcasting setup (SLRF Test timeout) 
/E number    – switching on/off of test broadcasting (SLRF Test flag)  
/w     – send empty waking packet (WOR) 

The period of test broadcasting is set up by „/T number“ command. It is set up in system units by 50 ms 
(40 units = 2 seconds). 

Example of command for setting up of the period of test broadcasting on the value 3 seconds: 

/T 60    – command for  „Test TimeOut“ setting to value 3 seconds 

To switch on/off the test broadcasting, use command „/E 0/1“.  
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Example of command for switching on/off of the test broadcasting:  

/E 1    – command for „Run Test“ switch on 

After entering command „/W“, the module sends one long „wake-up“ radio packet – WOR packet. This 3 
second permanent broadcasting is used strictly only for the WM868-SI2/SI2-H module diagnostics, mostly 
for the checking of the frequency channel by a spectral analyzer. This command is highly recommended 
to be used only by advanced system users or after consulting the manufacturer! 

Example of command for sending an empty WOR packet: 

/W     – command for „Send Empty WOR Packet“ switch on 

4.8 Internal Counter Setting Commands  

Module WM868-SI2/SI2-H is equipped with two pulse counters (index 0 and index 1), that add up one unit 
each time they receive pulse from a consumption meter connected to a particular port.  Below listed 
commands are used for the settings of the initial counter values, modes of operation and for the 
constants. The constants can adjust the counter statuses on required output value (i.e. the value that the 
module sends in INFO message). For the functions that you can set up by commands for the internal 
counters settings check the paragraph 3.4.  

CAUTION! If you set the internal counters via the configuration cable (by commands from the command 
prompt), you will use different indexing for individual ports from the one in the remote configuration via 
radio.   

 Port name (mark on the board) index in configuration via radio index in configuration via cable 

 First port/input (1) index 1 index 0 
 Second port/input (2) index 2 index 1 

Counter settings via commands: 

/i index value   – initial counter value setting (the one that increases by adding up) 
/i index t number – operation counter mode:  0-fast pulses, 1-edges, 2-slow pulses 
/i index e 0|1   – setting of the counter trigger edge (only for pulses) 
/i index m value  – multiplier settings (output value = counter value * multiplier) 
/i index d value  – divisor settings (output value = counter value / divisor) 

The command „/i index value“ – initial counter value settings – enter the number (positive integer) to set 
up the counter value of the particular port (input).  

Example of the initial value setting on value „24“: 

/i1 24   –  „Input value“ command for setting the second port on 24 

The command „/i index t číslo“ – operation counter mode (with or without filter) settings. To set up „fast“ 
standard mode without filter enter the „0“, to set up the „slow“ mode with equalizing filter enter the „2“.  

Example of  setting up the first counter port into the „slow“ mode: 

/i0 t2   – „Input value type“ of first port into value „2“  

The command „/i index e 0/1“ – specification of the moment of the counter status change (form 
ascending to descending pulse edge). This is an unimportant counter setting, do not use this command.   

The command „/i index m value“ – multiplier constant of the required port (input) – enter the number 
(positive integer) will multiply the counter value.   

The command „/i index d value“ – divisor constant of the required port (input) – enter the number 
(positive integer) that will divide the counter value.   

Example of the multiplying and dividing constants of the individual ports: 

 First port (1): multiplier = 5 divisor = 10 (in INFO message is always 0,5 of the counter value) 
 Second port (2): multiplier =10  divisor = 1 (in INFO message is always ten times the counter value) 

/i0 m5   – „Input value multiplier“ first port/input on value „5“  
/i0 d10   – „Input value divisor“ first port/input on value „10“ 
/i1 m5   –  „Input value multiplier“ second port/input on value „10“  
/i1 d1   –  „Input value divisor“ second port/input on value „1“ 
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To display the current pulse counter setting enter the character  „/i“: 

si2tx>/i 
i[0]  0 0 5 10 50 – first port: mode - change - multiplier - divisor – current value 
i[1]  2 0 10 1 24 – second port: mode - change - multiplier - divisor – current value 
si2tx> 

4.9 Diagnostics and Special Commands (only for manufacturing and repairs)  

The following commands are only for setting of the basic module parameters and diagnostics by the 
manufacturer! These commands are highly recommended to be used only by advanced system users 
or after consulting the manufacturer! They are namely these commands: 

/@@@ RF address  – inserting RF address of the module* 
/!!! f num. / num.  – corrective constants of transmission frequency  
/P number – PA table – setup of transmission power during the production 
/K port key  –insertion of encryption key AS128 for the particular application („port“)**  
/K port d    – erasing of encryption key for the particular application (port“)*  
/D number    – „debug“ list switch-on and inserting of the statement level (range) 

*   RF address is possible to enter only once and is not editable 

**  non of the WM868-SI2/SI2-H module applications currently use the data encryption with key AS128  

4.10 Current Module Status Statement  

To display the Current module status, enter character „i“ into the command line and click on  „ENTER“. In 
the terminal tab you will see the following statement: 

si2tx>i 
SI2   HW 1.5  SW: 4.3    
1:49:30  28.1.2033  Reset cause=0003  Uptime=863  
state=0  cnt=38 
temperature[1]: -500.0    
temperature[2]: +25.1 
voltage[1]: 3674 

In the first row there displays the Device Name, HW version.revision and SW version.revision, see 
paragraph 3.1. 

In the second row there are values SysTime, Reset Code and UpTime, see paragraph 3.2, 3.3. 

In the third row there are statements of selected parts of the program that are used for diagnostics and 
that don’t carry any useful information for the user. These statements can differ for different types of 
modules.  

In the rest of the rows there appear measured values Temperature and Voltage, see paragraph 3.4.   

5 WM868-SI2/SI2-H Module Operation Suggestions 

In this part of the User Manual we give you important suggestions for the WM868-SI2/SI2-H modules 
delivery, storage, mounting and operation.  .  

5.1 General Operation Risks 

The radio modules are electronic devices power-supplied by internal batteries. The modules read 
counters of the connected consumption meters ( water meters, gasmeters, electrometers…) on the basis 
of detecting of measuring pulses that are generated by the consumption meters. During their operation be 
aware mainly of the following risks: 

a) Risk of mechanical and/or electric damage 

The devices are enclosed in plastic boxes so the electrical components are protected from the direct 
damage by human touch, tools or static electricity. During the standard operation there is no need of 
any special protecting measures, except the mechanical prevention by a strong pressure or shaking 
(falling).  

The cables that connect the radio modules with the consumption meters (connection of the 
consumption meter pulse output and the radio module pulse input) need a special treatment. These 
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cables shouldn’t be mechanically strained during the standard operation, neither by traction or by 
bending. In case of the connection cable insulation damage we recommend to replace the cable 
immediately. In case the module WM868-SI2-H is equipped with the external antenna, it is necessary 
to pay the attention also to the antenna and the antenna cable.      

b) Risk of premature battery discharge 

The devices are equipped with the long duration batteries. These situations influence the battery life: 

 storage and operation temperature – in high temperatures the spontaneous discharging power 
increase, in low temperature the battery capacity reduces. The optimal storage and operation 
temperatures are ranging in interval (0 ÷ 30)⁰C 

 frequency of transmitter and receiver activation – the modules are equipped with a transmitter 
and a receiver that should be activated only for necessarily long periods in these cases: 

- during the regular data transmission (readings); 
- on request of current data for the Walk-By meter reading system; 
- during the change of the module configuration (only authorized service); 
- accidentally, unwanted, for example during the handling or improper handling of the 

Walk-By device or the service device close to the stored radio devices. 

The modules for Walk-By meter reading are delivered with a pre-set frequency of the data 
transmission once in an hour. For the Walk-By system there is the anticipated frequency of data 
transmission once in a week at maximum. The frequency of the data transmission in the on-line 
system (CEM system) is twice an hour, which is recommended. The battery life, indicated for individual 
types of modules, has been calculated for the conditions mentioned above. For more frequent data 
transmissions it is considered the reduction of the battery life proportionally. Meanwhile, one cycle of 
the Walk-By meter reading spends the same part of the battery capacity as the operation of the on-line 
regular meter reading during the 5-6 days.  

The battery life shortens also when the radio network is overloaded by the heavy radio traffic which 
causes the situation when each module has to wait in the active mode to catch the moment of „radio 
silence“ to be able to send its message. Such situation can happen when the installation contains 
hundreds of WACO radio modules in the same frequency channel, or when there is a high number of 
repeaters installed or if there is an interrupting external signal. However, these factors can be 
eliminated by the professional design of the WACO network topology and setting up of correct 
parameters.  

5.2 Module Delivery Status  

We deliver the modules in standard cardboard boxes. The modules power supply is disconnected (if there 
is not a different agreement for individual delivery) and they have following default settings: 

 period of automatic transmission (Sending Time):  3600 seconds (once in an hour) 

 frequency channel: 0 (null) 

 group address: 0 (null) 

 maximum number of the message retransmissions (Hop Count): 3 

5.3 Storage 

We strongly recommend to store the modules in dry rooms or halls, in the temperature interval (0 ÷ 30)⁰C. 
To prevent the unwanted transmitter/receiver activation by the Walk-By meter reader, please, store the 
modules with batteries disconnected and activate the battery during the module mounting.  

5.4 Mounting 

The radio modules WM868-SI2/SI2-H are closed in plastic boxes that are rated with IP 65 (**) degree of 
protection. There are two cable bushings (see picture 11) in the box. The case of module consists of two 
parts: 

- module base – the printed circuit board is attached to the base – it is the part where the cable 
bushings are placed; 

- box cap -  it covers the printed circuit board, with mounts for attaching of the module to a pad 

Mounting instructions: 

 attach the module to a suitable firm object (wall, pipe) by two screws or by a clamping tape. There 
are mounts by the box sides for the attachment. The recommended position of the mounted 
module is in the way that the base is down, cable bushings are aiming to the floor; 
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 on the sides of the box at the bottom unscrew the screws (right beside the cable bushings) and 
loosen the cap of the module and slide the base out of the cap; 

 pull the cables with the pulse outputs from the consumption meters through the cable bushings 
(**) and connect the individual conductors to the input clamps of the module IN1 and IN2.  The 
scheme of deployment, indications and polarity of individual clamps is sticked inside on the cap of 
the box. Make sure that the meters are connected to the relevant inputs according to the project 
materials or write down the diagram of individual connections; 

 in WM868-SI2-H (*) module connect the small rod antenna or an antenna cable from a remote 
external antenna into the antenna connector (coaxial connector on the printed circuit board 
beside the input clamps IN+ a IN2). Pull the rod antenna or the antenna cable through the cable 
bushings that is just right opposite to the antenna connector; 

 by switching of both of the micro-switches („jumpers“) placed on the PCB beside the configuration 
connector in the „ON“ position connect the module to the power supply; 

 do the elementary module diagnostics and alternatively do the module configuration (parameters 
setting up) via the cable according to the instructions described in chapter 2 an 4. In case the 
module has been fully pre-configured in the preparatory phase of installation, you will do only the 
setting (or nullifying) of the initial pulse counter values for both inputs (parameter „initial value“). 
Follow the steps described in paragraph 4.8;  

 when mounting in the humid environment, seal the redundant cable bushing of the module 
WM868-SI (**) by a little sealing cylinder – it can be replaced by a 2-3 cm piece of a glue bar 
usually used for the glue guns – diameter 7 mm; 

 tighten the nuts on the cable bushings to seal them and protect the cables from unwanted pulling 
out of the clamps; 

 insert the base back to the cap and fix with screws. For the mounting in a humid environment it is 
recommended to apply silicone sealant on the outer perimeter of the seating edge of the base 
before screwing the box back together; 

 if the internal customer rules or the mounting process needs the antifraud seal to be installed (as 
the protection from the unwanted influencing), stick the antifraud seal across the joint between 
the two parts of the box.   

(*) WM868-SI modules with the transmission power 10 mW are equipped with integrated antenna that is 
placed on the PCB. WM868-SI-H modules with the transmission power of 25 mW don’t have an 
integrated antenna but the antenna connector to which the external antenna will be connected. It is 
possible to buy the short rod antenna to screw it directly on the antenna connector placed opposite 
to the cable bushing (see picture 11). If the installation requires the usage of the external antenna or 
the directional antenna, the antenna cable should be pulled through the cable bushing and 
connected to the antenna connector. 

(**) WM868-SI/SI-H modules are rated in IP 65 degree of protection but under the condition of the proper 
mounting and sealing. When assembling the modules that will be placed in the humid environment, it 
is necessary to follow these rules: 

a) Pay attention to the sealing of both of the cable bushings. The cable bushing is not possible to 
seal if there is no cable or sealing stick. WM868-SI-H has always one of the cable bushings 
occupied by an antenna or an antenna cable, the other cable bushing is occupied by one or two 
connecting cables for the transmission of the input pulses from the consumption meters. 
WM868-SI modules with integrated antenna have each cable bushing occupied by only one 
connection pulse cable. If there is only one meter connected, the redundant cable bushing 
needs to be sealed with a sealing stick or other suitable sealing. It is necessary to tighten the 
sealing fills by the nuts.  

b) It is important to seal the joint of both parts of the box by a sealant. Before the box assembling 
there must be the silicone sealant applied on the outer perimeter of the seating edge of thase of 
the box (see picture 12) and then both parts put together and screw together. Every time you 
open the box, the sealant must be renewed. 

After the mounting, write down the consumption meter counter values that are connected to the module 
into the mounting sheet and alternatively once again check out the module‘s functionality and the 
correctness of the synchronization of the output module values with the values of the consumption meter 
mechanical counters either via analyzer or via the Walk-By test meter reading, or by checking out of the 
listed consumption meter readings and operation parameters in „Device Overview“ in CEM system (after 
passing of the time period of the message transmission).   

Follow the consumption meter manufacturer’s instructions for determination of the length of the 
connection cables between the consumption meters and the radio modules.  
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In the picture number 11a there is displayed the module WM868-SI2-H dismantled into individual 
components. In the left bottom corner there is the rod antenna, intended for indoor use; besides the 
antenna you can see the sealing cylinder that can be used to seal the cable bushing in module WM868-
SI2. In the picture 11b there is WM868-SI2-H module with internal rod antenna installed and with two 
input pulse connection cables from the read consumption meters. 

   

Picture 11a:  Components of  WM868-SI2-H  Picture  11b: Mounting of module WM868-SI2-H  

In the picture 12 there are displayed in detail the input clamps and the antenna connector. The picture 
also shows how the sealant is applied on, if the module is going to be installed in the humid environment.  

.  

Picture 12: Detail of  the input clamps and the antenna connector of the module WM868-SI-H  

You have to consider mainly the conditions for the radio signal spreading in the area of installation when 
you choose the type of the module (10 mW, or 25 mW), place of the module installation, type of antenna, 
deployment of antenna and the length of antenna cable. These conditions for radio signal broadcasting 
can be estimated empirically – on the basis of your experience, or they can be measured by WACO 
RFAN analyzer – which will measure the strength of the radio signal. The minimum value of the received 
signal (RSSI) for WACO WM868 modules is -105 dBm but this is the utmost value when the low quality of  
the signal might cause the interruptions of communication with the module. Optimum level of the received 
signal (RSSI) ranges in interval -(80 ÷ 85) dBm. 

5.5 Remote Meter Reading in On-line System 

The remote consumption meter reading via the WM868-SI2/SI2-H reading radio modules in the on-line 
system of energy management (CEM system) operates entirely automatically. The biggest risks in here 
are related to the object‘s user activities, mainly the risk of the mechanical damage of the modules, 
external antennas, connection or antenna cables while manipulation with things in the place of 
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installation, also the risk of unapproved relocation of the module, or the risk of shading of the radio signal 
by putting a metal object in front of or close to the module. 

In all these cases the consequences of the damage or manipulation will show as the interrupted or 
unreliable radio communication or it might stop reading the consumption meter (from the time of the 
damage or manipulation it will start sending null consumption), or there will appear a difference between 
the mechanical counter of the consumption meter and the value of the remote reading. 

To eliminate such risks we recommend regular monitoring of the individual meter reading functionality in 
CEM system („Device Overview“). In the list of devices there are marked the consumption meters that 
were not read for longer than set up period or you can filter those consumption meters that show a zero 
(null) consumption in the past day/week/month or that  show a consumption which strongly differs from 
the standard values. In the folder „Device Overview“ you can see the current operation data of all radio 
modules in the network, and at the same time for each radio module there is the time of the last 
communication, value of quality of the received signal (RSSI) from the particular module, processor 
temperature and the battery voltage. These data enable to run preventive measures in case that one of 
the operation parameters exceeds the recommended limits.   

In case of discrepancy or non-standard consumption progress we recommend contact the object user to 
find out the cause of the anomaly or inspection of the installation site. (see chapter 6).   

5.6 Remote Meter Reading in Walk-By System 

The risks of the mechanical damages are the same as for the on-line system of the meter reading. The 
risks can be eliminated in the same way as in the on-line system but with the Walk-By system they can be 
proceeded only at the time of the meter reading when we have the freshly read data. In case of 
discrepancy or non-standard consumption progress we recommend inspection of the installation site with 
the walk-by device and compare the values visually by checking the mechanical counters of the 
consumption meters.  

The risk of premature battery discharge could be eliminated by respecting the instructions described in 
paragraphs 5.1 letter b) and 5.3. 

5.7 Module and Meter Replacement  

How to replace WM868-SI/SI-H modules when damaged or the battery is discharged: 

 check the antifraud seal before dismantling – the antifraud seal damage must be solved 
according to the internal rules of each customer/ project; 

 unscrew two screws on the sides of the box (beside the cable bushings), loosen the cap of the 
module and slide out the base from the cap; 

 disconnect the cables from the consumption meters from the input clamps IN1 and IN2, 
alternatively disconnect the cable of the external antenna from the antenna connector 

 by switching of both of the micro-switches („jumpers“) placed on the PCB beside the configuration 
connector in the „OFF“ position disconnect the module from the power supply; 

 loosen the fixing screws (or  clamping tape) that hold the module on the wall, pipe or other pad 
and dismantle the cap; 

 put both parts of the module back together by screwing the cap together with base (*). Mark the 
module visibly as „defective“, alternatively you can fill in the form (mounting report) about the 
module replacement; 

 install a new module in the same way as we described above, see paragraph 5.4. Pay attention 
to the correct connection of the input cables ( must be the same inputs as they were on the 
original module) and set up the relevant configuration parameters, namely these: 

- frequency channel, „hop-count“, group address and WOR function according to the 
paragraph 4.5 

- time broadcasting constants according to the paragraph 4.6 

- counter values „initial value“, multipliers, divisors according to the paragraph 4.8 (**) 

 write down the RF-address of the new module and alternatively the status of the mechanical 
counters of the connected consumption meters. (**); 

 if possible, overwrite immediately (or arrange the overwriting) of the RF address in the database 
of on-line system or in table of the configuration data in the Walk-By system; 

 (*) CAUTION! The type label with RF-address and serial number of the module is always on the cap of 
the module so the base and the cap of the module must always be one whole unchangeable unit. 
Always pay attention to the completing of the correct cap with the correct base of the module, that is 
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the reason why we always replace the whole module – the base and the cap together. The correct 
module completion can be checked out according to the auxiliary label with the RF-address sticked 
on the PCB (RF-address on the PCB must correspond with the RF-address on the cap of the 
module).  

(**) When replacing WM868-SI/SI-H module because of the module failure, it is more suitable, to keep 
the continuity of the meter reading, not to zero the initial counter values but set up them to correct 
number in the way so that they correspond to the consumption meter values. We recommend to 
consider the way of setting of the module before replacing, or consult the way of the setup with a 
reading system administrator. If you write down the mechanical counter values during the module 
replacement, then you can set up the values (or correct the relevant settings) afterwards „remotely“.   

How to replace a meter connected to the WM868-SI/SI-H module (because of the meter failure, expired 
metrology period or for any other reason): 

 check the antifraud seal before dismantling – the antifraud seal damage must be solved 
according to the internal rules of each customer/ project; 

 unscrew two screws on the sides of the box (beside the cable bushings), loosen the cap of the 
module and slide out the base from the cap; 

 disconnect the cables from the consumption meters from the input clamps, replace the 
consumption meter and connect the cable back into the input clamps; 

 set up the initial value of the counter, multiplier and divisor (*) on the input where the meter was 
replaced according to the instructions in paragraph 4.8. If the other input of the module is used as 
well, check out the initial counter values synchronization with value of the mechanical counter for 
this input, too. (while handling the cable on PCB, unwanted interference of the neighbor counter 
by false pulses might occur); 

 fill in the required documentation for the meter replacement (mounting sheet), precisely write 
down the value of the mechanical counter of the new meter; 

 cover the module and, if needed, apply the sealant according to the instructions in paragraph  
5.4, and do the control meter reading.  

(*) CAUTION! The new meter might have a different „conversion constant” than the meter before 
(number of pulses per consumption unit, or number of units of consumption per 1 pulse). This can 
happen even if the meter is the same type and manufacturer. Conversion constants can differ from 
each other in various modifications of the same type of the meter. The conversion constant is usually 
written on the label of the meter, or on the label of the pulse module placed on the meter.  

5.8 Module Dismantling 

To dismantle the module open it and disconnect it from the input cables, alternatively the antenna cable. 
Dismantle the cap of the box from the wall, pad or pipe, switch the battery off and put the module parts 
back together (put the cap on the base of the module). This process is similar to the module replacement 
(see the replacement description in paragraph 5.7). If there is an external antenna, dismantle (according 
to the specific circumstances) antenna as well.  

After the dismantling mark the module as „dismantled“ and fill in the relevant documentation, prescribed 
for this situation by the internal rules. Alternatively arrange deactivation of the module and the connected 
consumption meters in the on-line system or in Walk-By system.  

6 WM868-SI2/SI2-H Causes of Failure Detection 

How to detect a cause of the anomaly, malfunction or failure of the replaced or the operating modules: 

a) It is possible to read the module values in on-line or Walk-By system but on one of the inputs it 
doesn’t show any consumption ( even if it is evident that there must be a consumption on that meter, 
it shows „null“ reading) – the value of the mechanical counter strongly differs from the remote 
readings. In this case we follow these steps: 

1. Check out the connected meter, connection cable between the meter and the radio module 
visually. Check out the attachment of the pulse module on the meter (in case the pulse meter is 
separable from the meter)  and check if the meter or cable are not damaged.   

2. Check the correctness of the cable connection from the particular meter to the module (input 
number, connection polarity – if it’s required by the manufacturer)    
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3. Visually check if there in the neighborhood of the consumption meter are not placed any objects 
or devices radiating a magnetic field (for example a device for water treatment with magnet, 
electrical installation…). The pulse generators of some types of the consumption meters are 
very sensitive to the magnetic field presence. If such devise is detected, it must be removed or 
there must be taken necessary measures to eliminate the magnetic field influence on the pulse 
generator of the consumption meter. To find more about the influence of the magnetic field on a 
particular consumption meter, you must follow its manufacturer instructions.  

4. If there is some possibility of measuring metering pulses (*), make sure that the meter 
generates the pulses properly and that these pulses lead up entirely to the radio module input. 

5. If the module doesn’t read the data even the metering pulses are provably brought to the radio 
module input, check the pulse counter parameter settings (counter mode, trigger edge, 
multiplier and divisor) according to the paragraph 4.8. In case the setting are correct, the 
problem is the most probably in the malfunction of the radio module. For that, please, replace 
the module following the instructions in the paragraph 5.7. 

(*) If there is no original device for the measuring of pulse generation delivered by the meter 
manufacturer, it is possible to check the meters equipped with the reed relay pulse generator 
(„reed contact“) by ohm-meter. We recommend to create a basic testing equipment to those users 
and service organizations that manage a higher number of the pulse consumption meters. The 
equipment might be on the basis of a standard battery, resistor and LED-diode that can check 
and control all common types of pulse generators. The testing equipment must be designed and 
made by a professional in electrical engineering (with respect to the specifications and 
recommendations from the consumption meter manufacturers) and must be precisely tested 
before usage in practice.  

b) It is not possible to read the module values in on-line or Walk-By system - there are no data coming 
from the module. In this case make sure that there is correct RF-address set up in the module. If the 
RF address is correctly entered then continue in the problem detection according to the following 
instructions: 

1. To check if the module sends messages, try to make the test reading via Walk-By system or by 
the RFAN analyzer by inserting the command „GET“. The analyzer should be placed in a 
distance of good signal quality (for example try it in 3 m distance from the module or in the 
neighbor room). If you don’t get any response, try the same control on the other two frequency 
channels and verify you communicate with the module via correct channel.  

2. If you get the reply via the correct channel in the strong signal (values of RSSI is in interval -
(30÷40) dBm), the reason of the connection loss will be most probably the low signal quality at 
the place of receiving in the standard operation (e.g. adjoining repeater, communication 
gateway, the place you try to read meters via Walk-By). The weakening of the signal might be 
caused by the change of the module’s position (relocating, turning around the pipe…), or the 
change of the external module antenna‘s position, or the change of the surrounding interfering 
signals, or it can be the result of building operations in the object (installation of iron bars, 
placement of a metal object in the module surroundings…). Don’t forget -if operating in the on-
line system - that the similar influence, as mentioned above, can originate also from the side of 
the repeaters or communication gateways. The problems of that kind can be solved by re-
design of the local WACO network with the aim of signal improvement so as to be strong 
enough for the standard system operation (see paragraph 5.4). 

3. If you get the reply via incorrect channel, the module has been by mistake tuned on a different 
frequency channel than you expected to get the messages from. In this case, return the module 
on the correct channel by using Walk-By system or on-line system according to the instructions 
in paragraph 4.5. 

4. For WM868-SI2-H module: if you don’t get the reply to the test reading via none of the channels, 
not even if being close to the module, try as the first option to swap the module antenna 
temporarily for some well-tried antenna (check visually the antenna connector of the radio 
module) and try the test broadcasting again following the suggestions in articles 2. and 3. If in 
this case we get correct results, it is necessary to repair/replace the antenna or the antenna 
cable or antenna connector.  

5. If you don’t get the reply to the test broadcasting via none of the channels, not even if being 
close to the module, after you have repaired/replaced the antenna or antenna cable, connect to 
the module via the configuration cable and verify its configuration. In case there is still no 
response from the module on the mode of configuration cable communication (as in the 
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paragraph 2.2), or the module doesn’t react on the configuration commands – see chapter 4, 
then this module is evidently  defective and must be replaced. Set up the new module according 
to the instructions in paragraph 5.7 and mark visibly the dismantled module as „defective“. If 
there is not apparent outer damage and the device is still under guarantee, proceed according 
to the warranty claim protocol.  

6. In case the module connected directly via configuration cable communicates properly, 
responses to the commands and its configuration is correct, but doesn’t react on the test 
readings, then switch on the test broadcasting described in paragraph 4.7. Set up a short 
transmission period (for example by the commands „/T 60“, „/E 1“ set up the test broadcasting 
with the 3 seconds period). If the analyzer catches the module’s test broadcasting, the reason of 
the module malfunction would probably be that the „Wake On Radio“ (WOR) function in the 
receiver is switched off. Switch the function on according the instructions in paragraph 4.5. In 
case the WOR is switched on and the module broadcasts in the test mode but still there is no 
response to the test meter readings, please, check out the reading device functionality and the 
settings correctness. If everything functions and the settings are correct then the most probable 
reason of the module malfunction is that „Wake-on-Radio“ system (WOR) is not working. Check 
the type label, alternatively, verify the current module status (see paragraph 4.10), module type 
and version of HW/SW whether you are really testing the module containing the WOR function. 
If you find out that the module has the WOR function implemented, then it is evidently broken 
and you need to solve the problem with module manufacturer. After finishing the module 
checking don’t forget to switch the test broadcasting off!!(„/E 0“). 

7. In case the module communicates via cable normally, reacts on commands and its configuration 
is correct but the analyzer can’t catch its test broadcasting, the module is most probably 
defective. The module must be replaced – see paragraph 5.7. If the new module works 
normally, mark the dismantled module as „defective“. If there is not apparent outer damage and 
it is still under guarantee, proceed according to the warranty claim protocol. 

8. In case of the replacement of the module according the article 7. doesn’t help and the new 
module is not working as well, the cause of that might dwell in the local radio interference, or in 
the configuration of the module that you won’t be able to detect. Try the functionality of the new 
module in other place (where other modules operate without problems) and if it would function 
there, try to find a source of the radio disturbance, or turn to the manufacturer with the request 
for detection of the cause of the problem, or turn to another available service providing the 
consultations in the field of the radio signal transmission.  

9. If the module doesn’t work even at the other place (see article 8.), go through the all 
configuration parameters according to the instructions in the chapter 4, and try to set up another 
new module to the same configuration as the one you have just checked. In case this fails as 
well and the second new module also wouldn’t function, the problem would be probably in the 
way of the configuration for the given purpose and you need to turn for help or support to the 
manufacturer or another available professional person.  

7 Additional Information  

This User Manual describes the possibilities of configuration of the radio modules WM868-SI2 and 
WM868-SI2-H that are part of the WACO radio system. The entire WACO system description including 
the examples of its usage you can find on the manufacturer’s web pages: 

http://www.wacosystem.com 

Feel free to contact the manufacturer to get more information related to the WACO system:   

SOFTLINK s.r.o., Tomkova 409, 278 01 Kralupy nad Vltavou, Czech Republic  
Phone.: +420 315 707 111, E-mail: sales@softlink.cz, WEB: www.wacosystem.com 

http://www.wacosystem.com/

